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Highlights from the 49th EUCHEM Conference on
Stereochemistry, Bürgenstock, Switzerland,
May 2014

Gonçalo J. L. Bernardes*ab and Andrew L. Lawrence*c

Arriving at the picturesque Seehotel
Waldstätterhof in Brunnen on the shores
of Lake Lucerne provides one with a
distinct feeling of participating in a very
special conference. Adding to this feeling
of anticipation is the question everyone
is asking in the hotel foyer; do you
know who is speaking? The ‘Bürgenstock
Conference’, or more officially the ‘EUCHEM
Conference on Stereochemistry’, is a con-
ference steeped in tradition with many
time-honoured rules. One of these rules
is that the line up of 14 speakers is not
published ahead of the meeting, thus
creating a real buzz among the partici-
pants. The president of the 2014 Bürgen-
stock Conference, Antonio Echavarren
(Institute of Chemical Research of Cata-
lonia) and the organizing committee
Alain De Mesmaeker (Syngenta Crop
Protection Research), Jérôme Lacour
(University of Geneva), Reto Naef (Novartis
Pharma AG), Philippe Renaud (University
of Bern) and Helma Wennemers (ETH
Zürich) did not disappoint in their selec-
tion of speakers from across the world.
The breadth of subjects that was to be

covered is a hallmark of the Bürgenstock
Conference, thus offering everybody in
attendance an opportunity to learn about
areas outside their personal expertise. At
dinner, the president welcomed everybody
to the Conference from the stone balcony
overlooking the dining hall, which has
panoramic views over Lake Lucerne (Fig. 1).
It was here that Antonio announced
that the Guest of Honour for the 49th
Bürgenstock Conference was Javier De
Mendoza (Institute of Chemical Research
of Catalonia), who had himself been
president of the Conference in 1999.
Antonio then explained the personal
impact Javier had made on his life and
academic career.

The science commenced after dinner
with a brilliant talk entitled Tunneling
Control of Chemical Reactions by Peter
Schreiner (Justus Liebig-Universität Gießen).
Peter opened his presentation by dis-
cussing classical transition state theory
and the associated kinetic and thermo-
dynamic control of reactions, which we
are all familiar with. Peter then provided
exemplar situations that are under neither
kinetic nor thermodynamic control but are
instead under what he terms ‘tunneling
control’.1 Noble gas matrices are the per-
fect environment in which to study these
reactions and examples were provided
wherein key intermediates were generated
using flash vacuum pyrolysis and then
trapped in low temperature matrices. A
take home message was that the rate of
tunneling is directly proportional to the

width of the barrier whilst only pro-
portional to the square root of the height,
i.e., tall energy barriers that are narrow
can result in processes under ‘tunneling
control’.2 Questions of inducing enantio-
selectivity were raised after the lecture and
the ensuing discussion included reference
to enzyme catalysis, perhaps pointing
towards a change in the widely accepted
dogma that only kinetic control, under-
stood through classical transition state
theory, can lead to selectivity. Needless to
say, this fascinating talk was discussed
long into the evening in the charming
hotel bar.

Monday morning began with a fasci-
nating talk from Christophe Copéret
(ETH Zürich) concerning his group’s
efforts to bring a molecular level of under-
standing and design to heterogeneous
catalysis.3 Christophe started by present-
ing the established heterogeneous and
homogeneous alkene metathesis catalysts
and described their associated advantages
and disadvantages. The Copéret Group
work on the development of Surface
Organometallic Chemistry (SOMC) to
enable the production of heterogeneous
catalysts with a specific density of well-
defined single-site functionalities. With
the knowledge of the type and number
of surface silanol groups present, silica
can be used to create such well-defined
heterogeneous catalysts. Through this
approach the Copéret Group were able to
synthesize and characterize a highly active
and well-defined rhenium heterogeneous
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alkene metathesis catalyst.4 With this
lead-catalyst in hand the development of
higher generation catalysts was possible
through computational investigations.5

The development and understanding of
other heterogeneous catalysts was then
presented, including the Phillips chro-
mium ethylene polymerization catalyst.
The second half of the lecture was devoted
to advances made in Surface Enhanced
NMR Spectroscopy by Dynamic Nuclear
Polarization (DNP-SENS).6,7 Listening to
the talk it became very clear that the suc-
cess of this research was only possible
through a highly effective dialogue between
researchers working on chemical reactivity,
spectroscopy and computational studies.

The second lecture of the morning
was given by Anna Mapp (University of
Michigan) who highlighted the discovery
of small molecule transcriptional modu-
lators using a Tethering strategy. This is
a powerful approach to the discovery of
ligands that disrupt protein–protein inter-
actions (PPIs), which are strongly corre-
lated with human disease. The Tethering
strategy consists of screening a library
of disulfide-containing fragments under
reversible conditions against a protein
target that is equipped with an engi-
neered cysteine adjacent to the binding
site. These efforts have led, for instance,
to the discovery of small-molecule ligands
for the GACKIX domain of the master
coactivator CBP/p300. In addition, it was
possible to identify a small molecule that

when covalently linked to the GACKIX
domain has enabled a high-resolution
snapshot of the coactivator interacting
with a ligand.8 Thus, Tethering may facil-
itate the structural characterization of
conformationally dynamic coactivator
domains complexed with small molecule
ligands to guide the design of more
potent inhibitors of PPIs using rational
structure-based approaches. Further-
more, Anna Mapp presented the identifi-
cation of two natural product ligands,
sekikaic acid and lobaric acid, that speci-
fically target a dynamic surface of the
CBP/p300 GACKIX domain. This research
highlights the potential of natural pro-
ducts for targeting specific PPIs.9 Following
the discussion session, everyone assembled
on the sunny lakeside terrace for the
official conference photo before having
lunch in the main dinning hall.

The afternoons at Bürgenstock Con-
ferences are generally free for the atten-
dees to enjoy the town of Brunnen and to
tackle some of the local hiking trails.
Monday and Thursday afternoons are,
however, cut a little short with the very
well attended pre-dinner poster sessions.
A total of 42 posters were presented, split
evenly over the two days, and the orga-
nizing committee selected five presenters
in each session to provide short appetizer
talks for their posters. On Monday, John
Bower (University of Bristol), Dennis
Gillingham (University of Basel), Nathalie
Katsonis (University of Twente), Andrew

Lawrence (University of Edinburgh) and
Daniel Summerer (University of Konstanz)
presented their short talks in the lecture
hall before participating in an excellent
poster session.

Following dinner, everyone assembled
in the lecture hall for the evening lecture,
which was to be presented by Kenichiro
Itami (Nagoya University). Before this
lecture, however, Wolf-Dietrich Woggon
(Universität Basel) presented a tribute to
the founder and first president of the
Bürgenstock Conference, André Dreiding,
who had sadly died on 24th December
2013.10 It was a fascinating and insightful
personal tribute to a great scientist, with-
out whom we would not have this fantastic
conference. Kenichiro then took to the
stage to impress the audience with his
exciting contributions to both biology
and materials science, enabled by inge-
nious application of catalysis and C–H
activation chemistry. One of the research
themes presented was the bottom-up
approach towards nano-carbon struc-
tures. A particularly striking example
was the synthesis of grossly warped nano-
graphene (Fig. 2), which was accessed
during attempts to annulate corannulene
using C–H activation chemistry.11 As well
as being a powerful demonstration of this
emerging area of synthetic chemistry, this
work also allowed investigation of the
physical changes observed when odd
membered rings are introduced into
nanographene structures. Kenichiro was
quick to point out that it was others who
had dubbed his product the ‘‘Graphene
Pringle’’!

Tuesday morning began with another
talk focused on C–H activation chemistry
by Naoto Chatani (Osaka University), which
described his group’s research on directed
functionalisations using bidentate direct-
ing groups.12 The research described
focused on the fundamental develop-
ment of catalytic C–H bond activation
chemistry with new reactivity and mecha-
nistic insights clearly of upmost impor-
tance for the Chatani Group. The power
of bidentate directing groups was illu-
strated with the Ru catalyzed C–H carbo-
nylation reaction. This reaction was first
achieved in 1997 using a monodentate
pyridine directing group to activate ortho-
aromatic C(sp2)–H bonds.13 With the aid

Fig. 1 The view over Lake Lucerne from the lakeside terrace at the Seehotel Waldstätterhof. Image
kindly provided by Carla Obradors (Institute of Chemical Research of Catalonia).
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of bidentate directing groups the Chatani
Group have now extended this chemi-
stry to activate the far more challenging
C(sp3)–H bonds.14 Mechanistic details of
both Ru(II) and Ni(II) catalyzed C–H bond
activation reactions were then discussed
and exciting new methylation, alkylation
and arylation reactions of C–H bonds
were presented.

Marcey Waters (University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill) delivered the
second morning lecture of Tuesday on
chemical tools to understand recognition
of histone protein modifications in
nature. The Waters Group explores the
use of dynamic combinatorial chemistry
(DCC) to develop small molecule receptors
that are able to sense post-translational
modifications (PTMs). These efforts led to
the identification of a synthetic receptor
for trimethyl lysine (KMe3) that mimics,
with comparable affinity and selectivity,
the native HP1 chromodomains.15 Mini-
mal structural alterations of the scaffold
allowed development of a new synthetic
receptor that binds asymmetric dimethyl
arginine (aRMe2). The affinity and selec-
tivity for arginine methylation was found
to be identical to that of proteins that
bind to these PTMs.16 In both cases,
a cation–p interaction was found to con-
tribute significantly to the observed
binding of the synthetic receptor and
the PTM.

In the evening John Porco (Boston
University) presented a fascinating lec-
ture on natural product synthesis. John
described his group’s unified biomimetic
approach to the aglain, forbaglin, and
rocaglamide classes of natural products
which utilizes a highly unusual excited-
state intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT)
reaction. 3-Hydroxyflavones undergo ESIPT
to generate oxidopyrylium ylides that
then undergo [3+2] cycloadditions with
cinnamate derivatives to afford the
aglain core. The Porco Group then used
basic conditions to promote the required
a-ketol rearrangement to afford the rocagl-
amide core or oxidative conditions to
afford the forbaglin framework.17 Use of
chiral Brønsted acids (TADDOLs) then
allowed for an enantioselective [3+2]
cycloaddition thus providing an enantio-
selective approach towards the rocagl-
amides.18 Biological studies were then
enabled by having ready access to roca-
glates which are inhibitors of translation
initiation and heat shock factor 1 (HSF1)
activation.19

The morning of the fourth day of
the conference led us into the world of
chemical biology and began with a spec-
tacular lecture by Chris Chang (Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley) on the design
and synthesis of molecular imaging
probes and their use to discover and
understand the chemistry of the brain.

Chris’s lab has constructed a number
of synthetic probes that allow selective
tracking of biologically relevant mole-
cules including H2O2, CO, H2S and reac-
tive oxygen species (ROS) in live cells.20

Upon chemoselective reaction, the probes
turn fluorescent allowing visualisation of
these molecules in their native environ-
ment. In this way, it is possible to unravel
the roles of these signalling molecules in
physiological and pathological relevant
systems. For instance, a sulfidefluor-7-
acetoxymethyl ester probe has enabled
chemoselective, real-time visualisation of
endogenous H2S produced in live human
umbilical vein endothelial cells upon
stimulation with vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF).21 Furthermore, H2S
production was shown to be dependent on
a H2O2 signal strongly suggesting H2S/
H2O2 crosstalk. In another example, using
peroxyfluor-6 (PF6), a selective fluorescent
indicator for hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), it
was shown that NADPH oxidase 2 (Nox2)
redox signalling through controlled ROS
chemistry is essential to preserve key cell
populations in the brain.22 These examples
illustrate the utility of chemoselective
probes for selective molecular imaging
of biologically relevant molecules in their
native environments.

The second lecture of Wednesday
morning was given by John Sutherland
(MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology,
Cambridge) who gave a fascinating over-
view of prebiotically plausible chemistry
of the molecules necessary for the origin
of life. The synthesis of pyrimidine ribo-
nucleoside-20,30-cyclic phosphates has
been demonstrated using starting mate-
rials (e.g., cyanamide, cyanoacetylene,
glycoaldehyde, glyceraldehyde and inor-
ganic phosphate) in conditions consis-
tent with geochemical models in the
early-Earth.23 This discovery suggested
the involvement of ribonucleic acid (RNA)
at an initial stage in the origins of life. The
Sutherland Group have now shown that the
20-hydroxyl group of oligoribonucleotide-30-
phosphates can be chemoselectively acetyl-
ated in aqueous and prebiotically plausible
conditions (Fig. 3).24 The 20-O-acetyl group
needed for the template-directed ligation
can then be removed using mild conditions
that maintain the new 30,50-internucleotide
linkages intact. This work suggests the

Fig. 2 ORTEP image showing the warped structure of Itami’s C80H30 nanographene, taken from the
X-ray crystal structure. Figure kindly provided by Kenichiro Itami (Nagoya University).
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participation of 20-O-acetylated RNA in
the prebiotic conversion of ribonucleoside-
20,30-cyclic phosphates to 30,50-linked RNA.

Instead of a scientific lecture,
Wednesday evening was devoted to
music, this year presented by the Asasello
Quartet, followed by an evening get-
together with the musicians: Rostislav
Kozhevnikov (violin), Barbara Kuster
(violin), Justyna Śliwa (viola) and Teemu
Myöhänen (cello).

Thursday morning began with a
highly thought-provoking lecture by
Armido Studer (Westfälische Wilhelms-
Universität Münister). The lecture was an
overview of several areas of beautiful free
radical chemistry. Armido had an over-
arching aim to convince the audience
that the electron is a catalyst, with analo-
gies drawn to how the proton is often
considered a catalyst. Specific areas of
chemistry discussed included base-
promoted homolytic aromatic substitu-
tion reactions (BHAS),25 novel radical
trifluoromethylation reactions26 and the
use of TEMPO in redox chemistry.27,28

The presentation of proposed mechan-
isms for homolytic aromatic substitution
reactions was very interesting and in the
question session John Murphy (Univer-
sity of Strathclyde) proposed a bet of 50
Swiss francs that his recently published29

proposed initiation mechanism for BHAS
reactions would be shown to be correct.
The rest of the discussion session was
equally interesting with questions raised
regarding the idea of the electron as a
catalyst and the use of the term transition
metal free.

This was followed by an outstanding
lecture from Michelle Chang (University
of California, Berkeley) on synthetic bio-
logy approaches to new chemistry. A
detailed understanding of the molecular
mechanisms living cells use to control
enzymatic processes within the context
of the entire metabolic network has enabled
the Chang Group to engineer new bio-
synthetic pathways in microbial hosts for
in vivo production of fluorinated natural
products30 and biofuels.31 In particular,
engineered polyketide synthase pathways
in Escherichia coli bacteria were used as a
source of fluorinated building blocks to
incorporate fluorine into polyketide pro-
ducts site-selectively in vitro and in vivo
(Fig. 4A).30 In addition, by reconstructing
the synthetic pathway for 1-butanol (an
attractive biofuel with high energy content)
the Chang Group were able to assemble a
very efficient chimeric synthetic pathway
in Escherichia coli for the production of
1-butanol (Fig. 4B).31

Thursday afternoon saw the second of
the two poster sessions, with Jonathan
George (University of Adelaide), Bernhard
Kräutler (University of Innsbruck), Clement
Mazet (University of Geneva), Raphaël
Rodriguez (CNRS, ICSN in Gif-sur-Yvette),
Daniel Strand (Lund University) and Oliver
Trapp (Universität Heidelberg) selected to
present short appetizer talks in the lecture
hall before participating in another excel-
lent pre-dinner poster session.

The Thursday evening lecture was
presented by Nazario Martı́n (University
Complutense of Madrid) and detailed the
use of concave–convex supramolecular

interactions in carbon nanoforms. Aggre-
gation is a common problem when deal-
ing with carbon nanoforms and much
research has been directed to the use of
covalent chemistry to address this issue.
The Martı́n Group were inspired by the
occurrence of carbon nano-onions to
develop a supramolecular solution to this
problem. The Martı́n Group have devel-
oped the use of p-extended analogues of
tetrathiafulvalene, namely 2-[9-(1,3-dithiol-
2-ylidene)]-1,3-dithiole (exTFF) units, as the
basis for supramolecular receptors for
fullerenes and other nanoforms of
carbon.32 The exTFF receptor is based
on p–p and van der Waals interactions
between the concave face of the exTFF
moieties and the convex exterior of full-
erenes. This unique receptor has allowed
the development of molecular tweezers
for C60,33 the construction of redox-
amphoteric supramolecular polymers34

and most recently the synthesis of novel
mechanically interlocked carbon nano-
tubes (MINTs).35

The final day of the conference com-
menced with Jesus Jiménez-Barbero giv-
ing a master-class presentation on the
use of NMR to study the vitally important
interactions between proteins and carbo-
hydrates, which are key to a variety of
molecular recognition events. The audi-
ence was first introduced to the signifi-
cant issues associated with studying
these interactions using NMR spectro-
scopy, as the carbohydrate ligands behave
very differently to the large receptors and
receptor–ligand complexes.36 Two NMR
techniques were described, Saturation-
Transfer-Difference NMR (STD-NMR) and
Transferred NOESY NMR (TR-NOESY),
which interrogate these important inter-
actions from the ligand’s perspective. Both
techniques rely on the nuclear Overhauser
effect to determine the binding epitope of
ligands (the hydrogens of the ligand that
are closest to the protein upon binding).37

15N–1H HSQC NMR experiments were then
described that are used to analyze protein–
ligand interactions from the perspective of
the receptor. Using these sophisticated
NMR experiments the Jiménez-Barbero
Group were not only able to analyze
ligands with single epitopes but more
complex molecules with multiple epi-
topes, thus allowing insight into lectin

Fig. 3 Site-selective acylation of the 20-hydroxyl group promotes rapid template-directed
30,50-ligation after electrophilic phosphate activation. Figure adapted from ref. 24.
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selectivity.38 Jesus’ presentation also
included a fascinating introduction
into the development of new methodo-
logies, based on paramagnetic lantha-
nides, to unravel conformational aspects
and detect elusive protein–carbohydrate
interactions.39,40

The final lecture of the 2014 Bürgen-
stock conference was delivered by
Matthew Sigman (University of Utah).
The lecture focused on analyzing selec-
tivity in asymmetric catalysis with the
ultimate aim of providing more accurate
and reliable predictions.41 The Sigman
Group follows a very specific approach,
wherein multiple reaction variables are
analyzed simultaneously. For instance,
development of asymmetric propargyla-
tion was enabled through three-
dimensional correlation of ligand steric
and electronic free energy relation-
ships.42 Matthew described how the
simultaneous analysis of multiple vari-
ables in catalytic processes is an enabling
approach to the development of new
asymmetric catalytic methods. The very
nature of synthetic chemistry means that
any new synthetic method that is going
to be widely adopted by the synthetic
community needs to have high selectivity
and, crucially, broad substrate scope. By
applying their multifaceted approach
they were able to simultaneously analyze
both catalyst and substrate steric effects
on the enantioselective propargylation
reaction.43 Although challenging, it is
clear that this approach has the power
to offer distinct predictive advantages to
the synthetic chemist and can offer
greater insight into important and often
subtle ligand features for asymmetric

induction. This concluded the scientific
content of the 49th Bürgenstock Confer-
ence. The president, Antonio Echavarren,
formally brought proceedings to a close,
passing on the responsibility for organiz-
ing the 2015 Bürgenstock conference
to Antonio Togni (ETH Zürich). Every-
one then had a chance to say their good-
byes over lunch before heading their
separate ways.

G.J.L.B. is a Royal Society University
Research Fellow at the Department of
Chemistry, University of Cambridge and
a Principal Investigador FCT at the Insti-
tuto de Medicina Molecular, Lisbon.

A.L.L. is a lecturer at the School of
Chemistry, University of Edinburgh and
adjunct research fellow at the Research
School of Chemistry, Australian National
University. A.L.L. thanks the Swiss
Chemical Society (SCS), the Fonds der
Chemischen Industrie (FCI) and the Bür-
genstock organising committee for the
award of a JSP Fellowship.
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